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Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field F of characteristic p > 0. Assume that H is a Cartan subalgebra of L. 
We say that L has toral rank m relative to H if dim,PA = m, where A is the 
set of roots with respect to H, P is the prime field, and PA is the P-vector 
space spanned by A. In this work we study Lie algebras of toral rank one. 
The motivation to investigate this class of algebras comes from the problem 
of classifying simple Lie algebras. If A is a finite dimensional simple Lie 
algebra with Cartan subalgebra H, and if CI is a root of H, then the sub- 
algebra A(” = CieP A, has toral rank one relative to H. In [12, 133 
Wilson has shown that if a simple algebra A has characteristic p > 7, then 
the restricted closure w of H in Der A has the form R= T+ Z, where I is 
the nil radical of B and T is the maximal torus, which is central in j?. It 
follows that ad R on each root space A, can be simultaneously upper 
triangularized. Indeed, I is a Lie algebra of nilpotent transformations on 
A,; and thus by [8, Theorem 3.31, it annihilates a nonzero vector. The 
space of such vectors is T-invariant and so T + I has a common eigenvector 
u on A,. One can proceed inductively on AJFu to argue that each root 
space A, has a basis relative to which ad R is upper-triangular. 
With that in mind, we say in what follows that a Cartan subalgebra His 
triangularizable if there is a basis for each root space relative to which ad H 
is upper-triangular. We show in Section 1 that if L is a Lie algebra having a 
toral rank one Cartan subalgebra H, and if H is triangularizable, then L 
modulo its maximal solvable ideal either is (0) or consists of a simple toral 
rank one Lie algebra S together with derivations of S in H. In the first case 
we say that the core of L is (0) and in the second case that the core of L is 
S. Wilson [ 141 has classified the simple toral rank one Lie algebras. Using 
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that result, we show in Section 2 that the dimensions of the toral rank one 
Cartan subalgebras of simple Lie algebras are 1 or pr - E for some r > 1, 
where E = 0, 1, or 2. Thus, the only Cartan subalgebras of simple Lie 
algebras which are toral rank one and have dimension <p - 2, are one- 
dimensional. Therefore, if A is a simple Lie algebra with a Cartan sub- 
algebra H with dim,H < p - 2, it follows that the core of each section A”’ 
is (0) s1(2), or a Witt algebra. 
1. TORAL RANK ONE ALGEBRAS 
Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field F having prime field P of characteristic p > 0, and let H be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L of toral rank one. Thus L = Cic pL,l for c1 a root of H, and 
L,=H. Let L=L’zL2z ... denote the lower central series of L and 
L” = fi; i L’. Let H, = H n L” and write Rad(L) for the solvable radical 
of L. Then the following results are known to hold: 
PROPOSITION 1 .l (Winter [ 161). L is solvable if and only if 
(x([L,, L-,,])=Ofor 1 di<p- 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (Winter [ 171). Assume thaz L is nonsolvable. Then 
L”/Rad(L x ) is a simple toral rank one Lie algebra relative to the Cartan 
subalgebra (H, + Rad(L’“))/Rad(L”‘). 
When a Cartan subalgebra is triangularizable, such as in a simple Lie 
algebra, then the roots are linear. Thus if H is a toral rank one Cartan sub- 
algebra which is triangularizable, and if L = CiE p L, relative to H, then 
H,= jhEHla(h)=O} is a subspace of H and [H, H] c H,,. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let L be a nonsolvable Lie algebra of toral rank one 
relative to the Cartan subalgebra H which is triangularizable. Then there is a 
solvable ideal R of L and an ideal JZ R such that 
1. L/R is semisimple and J/R is simple; 
2. L is spanned module J by elements of H. 
ProojI Since L is assumed to be nonsolvable, L # Rad(L) and 
H + Rad( L)/Rad( L) is a Cartan subalgebra of L/Rad( L) of toral rank one. 
It is sufficient to prove the result when Rad(L) = (0). Suppose then 
that Rad(L) = (0) and that L = xjcp L, relative to H. Let H, = 
{h E HI a(h) = 0}, as above. Then since CI( [LIZ, L pi13 ) # 0 for some nonzero 
Jo P by Proposition 1.1, there is an element h, E H,, such that h, $ H,, 
and L” = H,, @Cp:,’ L,,. Since H, is a subspace of H, we can adjust by 
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multiples of h, so that L is spanned modulo L” by elements of H,. 
Assume R = Rad(L”) and note that R n H G H,. Let h E H, n (L - L”). 
We show that [h, R]cR. Let XER with x=x0+x,+ ... +x+~)~, 
where .xior EL,. Since h, C$ H,, it can be argued that xia E R for each i. 
Hence, we assume that x E R n L,, where i # 0. Suppose that [h, x] = 
eE(Lm)il-R,. If there exists anfELPil=(L73))il such that [e,f]= 
h, +! H,, then 
This contradiction shows that such an f cannot exist. If e # 0 (modulo R), 
then since L”/R is simple by Winter’s result, there must exist a sequence of 
root vectors f,, f2, . . . . fk in L”’ - R such that 
We have shown that this cannot happen for root vectors when k = 1, and 
we proceed by induction on k. Then modulo R we have 
Cf,, el= Cf,, Ch xl1 = Ck [fit xl1 - CCkf,l, xl = Ch, Cf,, -ull. 
Letting x’ = [If,, x], we obtain h, = ad fk ad fk m1 .. . adf,(e) = 
adf, adf,-, ... ad f?( [h, x’]) modulo R. By the inductive hypothesis this 
cannot happen if x’ is a root vector. If x’ is not a root vector, then x’ E H, 
and in this case ad f2( [h, x’]) is a root vector and k 2 3. Then modulo R, 
Cfi, Ch, x’ll= CCf2, hl, x’l+ Ch, Cfi, ~‘11s Ch, Cfz, ~‘11. 
Setting x” = [fi, x’], we have h, = ad fk adf,-, . ..ad f3( [h, x”]), which 
contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Thus, it must be that ad h sends root 
vectors of R into R. 
Suppose now that h’ E R n H and [h, h’] $ R. Since L”‘/R is simple and 
generated by its root vectors, there must exist a vector v E (L”), - R,, for 
some i # 0 such that [[h, h’] u] $ R. But 
[[h, h’] u] = [[h, u] h’] + [h[h’, u]] E CL”, R] + [h, R n L,] s R 
by the first part of the argument. This contradiction shows that R is 
invariant under ad h. Thus it is invariant under ad H and under ad L” so 
that it is an ideal of L. Since we have already factored out Rad(L), it must 
be that R = (0). Thus, L” is simple, and L acts as derivations of it. From 
this the theorem follows. 1 
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Remark. After reading a preprint of this paper, R. Block informed us 
that he and R. Wilson has also proved Theorem 1.3 but had not published 
a proof yet. 
2. CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS OF TORAL RANK ONE IN SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
We assume that L is a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7 having a toral rank one 
Cartan subalgebra H. In this section we determine the possible dimensions 
for H. Our results depend heavily on Wilson’s work. Wilson shows in [ 14, 
(2.11)] that if L contains a toral rank one Cartan subalgebra H, then 
either 
(2.1) L contains a subalgebra M, of codimension one. 
Or there is a maximal subalgebra M, containing H such that if M, = 
{X E L 1 [x, L] E M,}, then one of two possibilities holds: 
(2.2) M,/M, is isomorphic to s1(2), and L/M, is a two-dimensional 
irreducible s1(2)-module. 
(2.3) M,/M, is isomorphic to a Witt algebra W( 1: 1) and L/M, is an 
irreducible, restricted W( 1: 1 )-module of dimension p - 1. 
Using that result Wilson argues that the following is true. 
THEOREM 2.4 [ 14, Theorem 1.41. Let L be a finite-dimensional simple 
Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7 having a 
toral rank one Cartan subalgebra H. Then L is isomorphic to sl(2) or to a 
Lie algebra of Cartan type W( 1: n) or H(2 : n : @)(2’. 
The fact that each of the Lie algebras in Theorem 2.4 possesses a toral 
rank one Cartan subalgebra is a result of Benkart’s which appears in [5, 
Theorem 1.7.11. It is also a consequence of Theorem 3.24 in [2]. 
Our aim then is to compute the dimensions of the Cartan subalgebras of. 
the algebras in Theorem 2.4 which have toral rank one. For sl(2) the 
Cartan subalgebras are all conjugate [ 10, Theorem III, 4.11, and hence 
have dimension one and toral rank one. For W( 1 :n) the toral rank one 
Cartan subalgebras can be obtained from Brown’s paper [6], which deter- 
mines all Cartan subalgebras of these algebras. To handle the case of 
algebras of type H(2 :n : @)(2) we argue first that in each of these algebras 
there is a unique subalgebra of codimension 2. Using that result we show 
THEOREM 2.5. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of toral rank one in afinite- 
dimensional simple Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field F of 
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characteristic p > 7. Then dim,H = 1 or pr - E for some r 2 1, where E = 0, 1, 
or 2. 
To establish Theorem 2.5, we begin with some preliminaries on Lie 
algebras of Cartan type. 
Let F[LJ,, . . . . II,] denote the polynomial algebra in m indeterminates over 
a field F of characteristic p > 0, and let A(m) be the dual algebra of 
FCu I, ..., II,]. Let N” denote m copies of the natural numbers N. Then for 
~~~~ let u~=~,J~(~)... 
such that x”(o’,‘= 6 
d(m) E F[u,, . . . . 
P.l,mthe 
II,], and for ALE N” let xPEEA(m) be 
Kronecker delta. Then A(m) consists of all 
formal sums of the elements xp with coefticients in F and 
(2.6) 
where (t) = ny= r (t’,f{). For each m-tuple n = (nl, . . . . n,) with ni > 1 for all i, 
let N(m:n)= {p~E”‘[p(i)<pnz for alli}. If A(m:n) denotes the span of 
(xP 1 p E N(m:n)}, then it follows directly from (2.6) that A(m:n) is a tinite- 
dimensional subalgebra of A(m). 
The algebras that are of interest are certain subalgebras of the derivation 
algebra Der A(m). To describe these algebras let EWE N” be given by 
&i(j) = S’,,’ and write x, =P. Let aj be the derivation defined by 
a,..+’ = .yf’ Li, where .yp Cl = 0 if p - si$ N”. Since A(m) is commutative, 
Der A(m) is an A(m)-module where the action of A(m) is given by 
(fD)s=f(&T) for L gEA(m)andDEDerA(m). 
Let W(m) be the A(m)-submodule of Der A(m) with base (S,, . . . . a,}, and 
let fV(m:n) be the A(m:n)-submodule with the same base. When p>,3, 
W(m:n) is a simple Lie algebra of dimension mpl”l, where (n( = 
n, + ... +n,, and it is easy to see that W(m:n) may be identified with 
Der A(m:n). 
Consider now the algebra Q(m) of differential forms on A(m), that is 
the exterior algebra on {dx,, . . . . dx,} over A(m). For f EA(m), let 
df=Cy=, a,(f) dx;, and extend the action of W(m) to Q(m) by defining 
Qdf)=Wf), mfi)=(of)t+fDG and D(t~w)=Dzr\o+rr\Do 
for f E W(m) and r, o E Q(m). Three particular differential forms play 
a distinguished role in defining subalgebras of W(m). They are os= 
dx, A ... A dx,, w,=x:=,dx, A dx,,, when m=2r, and oK=dxz,+l+ 
C;=, xi+rdxi-x,dx,+. whenm=2r+l.IfS(m)={DE W(m)ID(o,)=O}, 
H(m)={DE W(m)ID(o,)=O} for m even and 22, and K(m)= 
{DE Wm)IWo,)EA(m)wK) f or m odd and 33, then S(m), H(m), and 
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K(m) are subalgebras of W(m). Let X(m:n)= X(m) n W(m:n) for 
X= S, H, K, and if @ is an automorphism of W(m), let X(m :n : @) = 
@X(m) n W(m :n). Then under certain restrictions on @, the second derived 
algebra X( m : n : @) (2’ is simple, and is called a simple Lie algebra of Cartan 
type. In presenting this definition we have followed [S]. For more details, 
the reader should consult [ 111. 
The study of the Lie algebras H(m : n : @ ) (*I is facilitated by a theorem of 
Wilson [ 151 determining the isomorphism classes of type S algebras. Since 
os = wH when m = 2, this result applies to the algebras H(2:n:Q)‘“. To 
discuss the result we require a few additional concepts and some additional 
notation. 
For p E IV”‘, let 1~1 = p( 1) + + p(m), and let A(m), denote the span of 
all 9 such that 1~1 > k. Then defined on A(m) there is a unique sequence of 
maps JJ + )a”’ for IE N called divided power maps taking A(m), into A(nr) 
and satisfying 
(1) jJO’= 1 for all JJEA(~),; 
(2) (.u”)“‘=((1~)!/(~!)‘1!).~“’ for all p#O in N”’ and all IEN; 
(3) (ay)(“=a’y”‘for all aEF, all j’EA(m),, and all IEN; 
(4) (~‘+z)“‘=Cf=~ J”~‘z”~~’ for all y, zEA(m), and all IE N. 
For each yea,, let exp J=C,?=~ I’(“, and for n= (n,, nz) let y(n)= 
(p”’ - 1) s1 + (p”’ - 1) E?. Then following Wilson, we define automorphisms 
&y(n)) and d(i) on A(2) by specifying 
cj( i) x, = x, + 6 ;. Jexp( xp”“~) - 1 ) xi 
&y(n)) .Y = .Y + xc’ +:‘(“) I I d &y(n)) -y2 = -x2. 
For each of these automorphisms 4 there corresponds an automorphism @ 
of W(2) given by @D=# 04-l. In the case of d(i) and &y(n)) these 
automorphisms are denoted by @(i) and @(y(n)), respectively. 
THEOREM 2.7 [ 15, Corollary 23. An algebra of type H(2:s: Q)(‘) is 
isomorphic to precisely one of the following: 
H(2:n)“‘, (of dimension p”* + n2 - 2 ) 
H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘2’, 1 <n, <nz (of dimension p”’ + “* - 1) 
H(2:n:@(l))“‘, 1 <n,, n, (of dimension p”’ + n? ), 
where either n = s or n = (s?, s,). 
In light of this result it is sufficient to consider the three algebras 
H(2:n)‘2’, H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘2’, and H(2 :n: @( 1))‘“. We begin by exhibiting 
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an explicit basis for each algebra. First for f~ A(m), let D(f) E IV(m) 
denote the derivation defined by 
D(f) = a*(f) a1 -a,(f) a,. (2.8) 
Then D(f)(o,)=O so that D(f)~H(rn) for all f, and multiplication 
between two such derivations is given by 
CWf), m11= @uL where u= a,(f) a,(g) - a,(f) a,(g). (2.9) 
When m = 2 and n = (n,, n,), the elements 
{D(x~)~~~E(2:n),~#0,(p”~-1)~,+(p”2-1)~2} (2.10) 
constitute a basis for H(2 :n)(2) which has dimension p”’ +n* - 2. 
If @ is an automorphism of W(2) given by q5 II&‘, where 4 is an 
automorphism of A(2) and D is an arbitrary element of W(2), then 
@H(2)= {qm~-‘p(wH)=o} = {Elq-‘E$7qo,)=O}= {EIE&o,)=O}. 
Now q5(oH) = d(q+x,) A d(&,) = det(8,&xj)) wH. Thus, if @ = @(y(n)), 
then 
@H(2)= {EE W(2)1E((l +xy’“‘)dxl A dx,)=O}, 
implying that 
~pn)--&lIf, +x w-df2 + (1 + x”“‘)(a,(fl) + Uf2)) = 0 (2.11) 
whenever E =f, 8, + f2 a, E @H(2). Using (2.11) it is straightforward to 
compute that 
{w~p)lPE~(2:n), IPI >2}u {4,&> (2.12) 
gives a basis for H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘2’, where 
a, = (1 + x7(“‘) a, and a, = (1 +.w) a, 
and where multiplication is specified by (2.9) and the relations 
[a,,a,] = D(xY’“‘) 
[a,, D(xfi)] = D(x”-“‘) whenever 1~1 > 2 
[a,) D(x2”2)] = 0 = [a,, 0(x2”‘)] 
[a,, D(x2”‘)] = -a,, [a,, 0(x2”‘)] = a1 
[a,, D(xU”‘+Q)] =a,, [a,,~(~&l+y] = -a,. 
The final case to be considered arises from the automorphism b(l), 
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where ~(l)~~=x,+~,~~(exp(x~~‘~‘)- 1)x’. Thus, 0(l) H(2)= {EE W(2)1 
E( (det 13,& 1) x,) dx, A dx,) = O}. Using the relation D#” = y”- ‘) Dy which 
holds for all DE W(2), we compute that E=f’8,+fiaz belongs to 
@( 1) H(2) precisely when 
exp(xp”‘“‘)(x’Pn’ ~ “‘lfi + a’f, + &fi) = 0. (2.13) 
The derivations 
fD(xq)~p~N(2:n),p#p(2)~Z}u{Ek~k=0,...,pn2~1}, (2.14) 
where Ek = xck ~ ’ )‘*8, - .x’~“’ ~’ “I + kEZa2 and x ~ ‘* = 0 when k = 0 satisfy 
Eq. (2.13) and determine a basis for H(2:n:@( l))‘*‘. The usual mul- 
tiplication rule (2.9) applies to computing [D(xP), 0(x’)], and the remain- 
der of the products are specified by 
k+/+l 
if f= x&I + lEZ 
D(~‘~-‘)~~a,(f, if f = xi&l +‘Q and j > 2 
(2.15) 
The algebra W(m) carries a natural filtration which is inherited by the 
algebras of Cartan type. If ,4(m), is the space spanned by the {x” 11~1 >k} 
as above, then the spaces W(m),= {~:=,~.f,a,If,~A(m),+,} for 
k = - 1, 0, 1, . . . give W(m) the structure of a filtered algebra, and any sub- 
algebra L of W(m) is filtered by the spaces L, = L n W(m),. From this it is 
apparent that each of the simple Lie algebras of toral rank one possesses a
“large” subalgebra. Indeed, the algebras W( 1 :n), which are commonly 
termed the Zassenhaus algebras, have a basis { xPa, I p = p( 1) E, and 
O<p(l)<p”‘-l}, and W(l:n),, which is spanned by {xQ,ll <p(l)<. 
p”‘-l},isas b 1 b u a ge ra of codimension one. The algebras sl(2) and W( 1 :n) 
are the only finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p > 3 having a subalgebra of codimension one 
([l] or [3, Theorem 3.9]), and in W( 1 :n) this subalgebra is the unique 
one of codimension one [3, Corollary 3.43. Analogously, the algebras 
H(2:n: @)(*I can be characterized as the unique finite-dimensional simple 
Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 3 
having a maximal subalgebra M of codimension 2 such that M/M, is 
isomorphic to s1(2), where M, = {x E MI [x, L] E M} [ 11, Sect. 71. An 
example of such a subalgebra in L = H(2:n:@)12’ is the subalgebra L, 
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which is spanned by all D(x’) such that 1~1 22 when L= H(2:n)“’ or 
H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘*‘, and which is spanned by all the basis elements in (2.14) 
except D(x,) = - a, and E, when L = H(2:n:@( l))‘*‘. We argue next that 
L,, is the only subalgebra of codimension 2 in L, a result known to hold 
when L = H(2:n:@( I))‘” by identifying these algebras with the 
Albert-Zassenhaus Lie algebras and with the algebras containing a self- 
centralizing ad-nilpotent element [4, Theorem 3.41. We give an alternate 
proof below independent of this identification. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 3, and let 
L = H( 2 : n : ~0.)“‘. Then L has a unique subalgebra of codimension 2-namely 
the subalgebra L, described in the preceding paragraph. 
Prooj Let M denote the subalgebra L, and let M, = L,. Suppose that 
N is any subalgebra of codimension 2 in L. Consider first the case when 
M, c N. If L= H(2:n) (*I then since N has codimension 2, some nonzero , 
linear combination ad, + ha, + cD(x’“l) = aD(x”‘) - bD(x”‘) + cD(x’“l) 
belongs to N. Since p > 3 and M, EN, 0(,x3’:‘) EN and hence 
[aii, + bii, + ~D(.u’“~), D(x3”l)] = aD(x”“) E N. Thus, D(x’“~) E N unless 
a = 0. If a=O, then [ba, + CD@*“‘), D(x*“’ +‘*)I = - bD(x*“) + 
3cD(x’“‘)~ N, and since D(x3”l)~ M, c N, we again obtain D(x*“‘) E N 
unless b = 0. If a = h = 0, then cD(x’“l) E N, implying that D(x*“l) E N in any 
case. A similar argument with 0(x*“*) replacing D(x’“~) shows that 
0(x*“*) E N. Consequently, [D(x*“~), 0(x*“‘)] = D(x”+&~) E N, and M = N 
since M is spanned modulo M, by the elements D(x’“~), D(x*‘I), D(xClfCZ). 
To prove the same result when L= H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘*‘, one need only 
substitute d,, d, in place of a,, ii2 and use the multiplication relations 
specified above. Let us suppose then that L = H(2:n:@( 1 ))(*). Some non- 
zero linear combination 2 = aE, + ha, + D(x*“~) lies in N, and multiplying z 
by 0(x3”‘) if a # 0 or by D(x*“’ +“? ) if a = 0 shows that D(x’“l) E N as above. 
Similarly, some nonzero linear combination y = aE, + ba, + cE, belongs to 
N, as does [ y, E3] = 2aD( x (P”! -~ 1 kl + 39 + bE, _ 2cD(x’fll - 1 h + 4Q ). Hence 
E, E N except when b = 0. If b = 0 then [y, D(x*~~+~*)] = aE, + 3cE3 E N, 
which implies that El E N unless a = 0. In the remaining case a = 0 = b and 
c # 0, giving E, E N. Since 0(x2”‘) and E2 belong to N, their product 
[E2, D(x’“l)] = D(x”+‘~) does also, and M = N. We conclude that M, c N 
implies that M = N. Hence, we may assume that M, g N. The argument in 
this case is the same as that used in proving Theorem 3.4 of [4]. Since the 
only change required is a notational one (replacing I(M) with M, and I(N) 
with N, = { y E L 1 [y, L] c N} in that proof), we will not repeat the 
argument here. The case M, g N leads to a contradiction. Consequently, 
M,cNand M=N. 1 
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In the course of proving Theorem 2.5 we will need the following result 
concerning modules of the Witt algebra (compare [ 5, Theorem 1.1523 ). 
LEMMA 2.17. Let V be a finite-dimensional restricted module of the Witt 
algebra W( 1: 1). For H a Cartan subalgebra of W( 1: I), let V”‘(H) denote 
the zero weight space of H on V. Then dim, V”‘(H) = dim,V”‘(H’), where 
H, H’ are any two Cartan subalgebras of W( 1: 1). 
ProoJ Since any finite-dimensional module has a composition series, it 
suffices to prove this result when V is irreducible. If V is an irreducible 
restricted module of W( 1 : l), then by [7], dim, V= 1, p - 1, or p. In the 
first case, )‘u = 0 for all y E W( 1 : 1) and u E V, so the lemma holds trivially 
then. In the other two cases, observe that A( 1: 1) is isomorphic to the trun- 
cated polynomial algebra F[ t]/( t”), where t’/j!=xj”‘forO<j,<p-1,so 
that W(1 :l) can be identified with Der FII]/(tp). Let {e-,, e,, . . . . e,-?) 
be the basis for W( 1 : 1) given by ei = t’+ ‘ii, where a( t j) = jtj- ‘. Then 
Cei, e,l = (j- 4 e,, ,, where ei+ j= Oifi+j= -2ori+j>p-2. 
(2.18) 
Any basis {e. ,,e,, . . . . ePPz } of W( 1: 1) satisfying (2.18) is termed a proper 
basis. If f, = (1 + t)‘+ ‘a, then {f. , , fo, . . . . fPPZ} is a basis for W( 1: l), 
having multiplication given by 
Cf,3f,l=(j-4f,+.,, where subscripts are read modulo p. (2.19) 
Such a basis is called a group basis. For any Cartan subalgebra H of 
W( 1: 1) there exists a proper basis (e- , , e,, . . . . eP ~ 2} with H = Fe, or a 
group basis {f-,, fo, . . . . f,-,} with H=Ffo. Let V be the span of 
{uo, . ..1 uPPI } (where we adopt the convention that if dim,?‘= p - 1, then 
v. = 0). For each proper basis and each group basis define 
eruk = (ii. + k) u,+k (2.20) 
fjfitrk=(iA+k)u,+k, (2.21) 
where 1” is a nonzero element of P and E. = 1 when dim, V= p - 1. In 
(2.20), L’~.+~=O whenever i+k>p- 1 or i+k= - 1, while in (2.21), the 
subscripts are to be read modulo p. It is easy to verify that (2.20) and 
(2.21) define irreducible restricted representations of W( 1: l), which are 
inequivalent for different values of A. Since Chang [7] has shown that there 
are p - 2 inequivalent irreducible restricted representations V of dimension 
p and one of dimension p - 1, we have described them all. It follows from 
(2.20) and (2.21) that for any Cartan subalgebra H, V{‘)(H) is one-dimen- 
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sional whenever dim, V= p and is (0) when dim, V= p - 1. Thus, the 
result follows. m 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let L be a simple Lie algebra of characteristic 
p > 7 having a toral rank one Cartan subalgebra H. By Wilson’s result 
there is a maximal subalgebra M0 such that one of the possibilities (2.1), 
(2.2) or (2.3) holds. Consider first the case that M, has codimension one. 
Then by [3, Theorem 3.91 L is isomorphic to sl(2) or W(1 :n) for some 
no IV. If Lgsl(2), then every Cartan subalgebra has dimension one and 
toral rank one. If L E W( 1 :n) and if C is a Cartan subalgebra of L, then by 
[6] either (i) C is contained in a subalgebra of codimension one, or (ii) C 
is one-dimensional and is part of a group basis. The subalgebra of 
codimension one in W( 1 :n) is unique (it is the subalgebra L, spanned by 
the elements x%, for j>, 1). By [6] or [2, Theorem 3.241, every Cartan 
subalgebra of W( 1: n) contained in L, has dimension p+ ’ and toral rank 
one. Thus, if H s L,, the theorem holds. A Cartan subalgebra of W( 1 :n) 
which is part of a group basis has toral rank n. Since H is assumed to have 
toral rank one, L must be a Witt algebra with a group basis in this case, 
and H must be one-dimensional. Therefore, Theorem 2.5 is true whenever 
(2.1) holds. 
Consider next the case when (2.2) holds so that M, 13 H, M, has 
codimension 2, and M,,/M, is isomorphic to sl(2). In this case L must be of 
type H(2:n:@)‘*‘, and by Theorem 2.16, M, must be L,, the unique sub- 
algebra of codimension 2. The Cartan subalgebras of L in L, have been 
shown in [2, Theorem 3.241 to have toral rank one and dimension 
pin1 ~ Z - 2 + dim G/G’*‘, where G is the graded algebra associated to the 
filtered algebra L. Using the multiplication relations above, one can show 
that dim G/G’“=O, 1, or 2 when LgH(2:n)‘*‘, H(2:n:@(y(n)))‘*‘, or 
H(2:n:@(l))‘*‘, respectively. Thus, Theorem 2.5 holds for these algebras. 
In the final case M, has codimension p - 1, and M,/M, is isomorphic to 
the Witt algebra W( 1 : 1). The representation of M,,/M, on L/M, is a 
restricted representation of W(1 :l). For i> 1 let IV;= 
(x E M; , ) [x, L] _c M; , }. Th en an easy inductive argument shows that 
EMi3 M~1 E Mi+ ,> where M_, = M-, = L for all k 2 1. Therefore L = 
M_, 2 M, 1 M, 2 . . gives another liltration of L. Let Gi = Mj/Mi+ 1 for 
each i. It follows that [G,, G,] c Gj+ j for all i, j. Thus each Gj is a module 
for G, g W( 1: 1 ), and since G ~ r and G, are restricted, it can be argued that 
Gi is a restricted G,-module for each i. Now H= L”‘(h), the generalized 
eigenspace of ad h corresponding to the eigenvalue zero, for some 
h E MO - M,. Thus, h = h + MJM, generates a Cartan subalgebra of Go. 
Let x E MO-M, be such that X=x+ MI/M, generates a Cartan subalgebra 
of G,. Then since Gj is a restricted Go-module, it follows from Lemma 2.17 
that dim G/O}(h) =dim G,fOb(X) for all i, and hence that dim G(‘)(h) = 
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dim Groi(,f). Thus, dim L(O’(h) = dim G{‘)(h) = dim Gl’l(.f) = dim L{“}(x). 
Since h does not have zero as an eigenvalue on G ~, , the same is true of .x. 
Therefore, H’ = L;‘)(x) E M,, and H’ n M, has codimension one in H’. 
Since M, is ad-nilpotent on L, it can be argued using Jacobson’s notion of 
a weakly closed subset [9, Theorem II, 2.1 J, that H’ is nilpotent. Since any 
algebra of the form L:‘}(x) is self-normalizing [S, Lemma 15.2 B], H’ is a 
Cartan subalgebra of L. Its dimension is that of H. Now Wilson [ 14, 
(3.2)-(3.6)] has shown that for some choice of such an element x, L”‘(x) 
is contained in a subalgebra of codimension 1 or 2. Thus by the above, 
L’“)(x) (and hence H) has dimension p I”iP2-2+~ for E=O, 1, or 2. 
Therefore, in each case the theorem holds. # 
COROLLARY 2.22. Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of 
characteristic p > 7 having a Cartan subalgebra H of dimension < p - 2. If 
L’“’ =CitPLior is a section of L relative to H, then L’“‘/Rad(L’“‘) is zero or 
isomorphic to sl(2) or W( 1: 1). 
ProoJ: Assume that the section L “) is not solvable. Then it follows from 
Theorem 2.5 that L”) contains an ideal J such that J/Rad(L’“‘) is simple of 
toral rank one, and R= H + Rad(L’“‘)/Rad(L’“‘) is a toral rank one 
Cartan subalgebra. Since dim R is less than p - 2, the only possibility is 
that it is one-dimensional. Thus, J/Rad(L’“‘) must be sl(2) or W( 1 :l). The 
algebra L/Rad(L’“‘) acts as derivations on J/Rad(L’“‘); however, the 
derivations of sl(2) and W( 1: 1) are inner. It follows that L’“‘/Rad(L’“‘) = 
J/Rad(L’“‘) z sl(2) or W( 1 : 1). 1 
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